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Hedging  and Production  Decisions
Under a Linear  Mean-Variance
Preference  Function
Jean-Paul Chavas and  Rulon Pope
A  firm  model  of production  and  hedging  decisions  is  developed  using  a  mean-
variance  preference  function.  Comparative  static  analysis  of the  model  generates  a
number of testable hypotheses.  For example,  the influence  of price risk, production risk
and  hedging  cost  on  the  optimal  level  of production  and  hedging  is  analyzed  in  this
framework.
The  Theory  of production  decisions  for  a
risk averse  firm  under uncertainty  has been
examined  extensively  in  the  literature  [Ba-
ron,  Sandmo,  Batra  and  Ullah,  Pope  and
Kramer].  The use of futures trading as a price
risk  management  tool  for  farmers  has  also
been analyzed [Heifner;  Ward and Fletcher].
More  recently,  Danthine,  Holthausen  and
Feder,  et al.  (hereafter DHF) have  attempt-
ed  to integrate  these  two approaches.  They
developed  a model that extends  the theory of
the  firm  under  price  uncertainty  in  a  way
especially  relevant  for  agricultural  firms  by
considering  futures  markets.  In  the  DHF
model,  as input decisions  are made, the pro-
ducer decides to hedge by selling contracts  in
the futures market for delivery  at the end of
the  production  process.  Although  the  cash
price  is  uncertain  at  the  time  of  the  input
decision,  the  futures  price  is  known  with
certainty,  and  basis  risk  is  presumed  to  be
insigificant.1 Also,  the  DHF  model assumes
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1Though  basis  risk may  be  significant  in  some  regions
and for some commodities,  it is likely small in compari-
son to  the other  risks investigated  in the model.
no  production  uncertainty  and  no  futures
trading cost.
Numerous interesting and testable propos-
itions  are  found  from  the  DHF  model.  To
mention  one  of particular  relevance  here:  a
ceteris paribus change in the distribution of
spot price has no effect on production deci-
sions. That is,  production decisions do  not
depend on expected spot price or its variabil-
ity. It should be mentioned that this result in
no way hinges on the predictive performance
of the futures price for the average  spot price
but  is  a  function  of  the  micromodel  em-
ployed.  This  suggests that  Nerlovian  models
of supply response,  specified  as a function of
expected  spot  price,  may  be  inappropriate.
This  is somewhat  disturbing  given  the  rela-
tively  good  record  of  Nerlovian  models  in
agricultural  economics  [Askari  and  Cum-
mings].
This paper presents an alternative formula-
tion  of  production  and  hedging  decisions
which leads  to different results which appear
more relevant for agricultural production de-
cisions.  The  analysis  is  generalized  to  deal
with  production  uncertainty,  and  transac-
tions  and other hedging  costs  in the context
of a mean-variance  utility function.
First, given  the nature of agricultural pro-
duction,  production  uncertainty  should  be
incorporated  in  any  model  of  agricultural
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production  decisions  under  risk.  Further-
more,  as  argued  by  McKinnon,  production
uncertainty  is expected  to influence  hedging
decisions.  Once  the  farmer  faces  unpredict-
able output,  going short in  some future  com-
modity may increase his income uncertainty.
For  example,  an  unexpectedly  short  crop
may be less than the forward sale,  forcing the
farmer  to  enter  the  spot  market  at  harvest
time  as  a  buyer  to  cover  his  short  futures
commitment.  Since  the  spot  price  at  that
time is not known when the input and hedg-
ing  decisions  are  made,  output  variability
exposes the farmer to a price risk that cannot
be  avoided  by  hedging.  This  suggests  that
the  introduction  of  production  uncertainty
can have a significant impact on both produc-
tion and  hedging  decisions  of a competitive
firm.
Second,  this paper departs  from  DHF by
considering  hedging  cost.  Such  costs  have
already  been  discussed  by  Heifner,  and
Ward and Fletcher in the analysis  of optimal
hedging  decisions.  In  particular,  by  taking
into  consideration  commissions  and  interest
on margin deposits,  Heifner has shown  that,
for  a  risk  averse  firm,  the  optimal  hedging
level is very sensitive to these futures trading
costs.  This  suggests  that  hedging  cost  can
play  an important  role  in production  as  well
as  hedging  decisions.
The  objective  of  this  paper  is  to  derive
testable hypotheses  from  a theoretical  micro
model  of production  and  hedging  decisions
for a competitive firm.  The analysis  is gener-
ally comparative  static in nature. The impact
of  a  change  in  selected  parameters  on  the
firm's  decisions  is  derived.  For  example,
among  other  factors,  the  influence  of price
risk, or futures price on the optimum level of
production  and hedging  is  discussed.  In  or-
der to  conveniently  derive  the  results,  both
the  primal  approach  (as  in  Samuelson)  and
the  primal-dual  approach  of  Silberberg  are
used. To our knowledge,  symbiotic use of the
two approaches  is not found in the literature.
In  an attempt to  minimize mathematical  de-
tails,  the paper concentrates  on presentation
and  discussion  of the  results.  The  details  of
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the mathematical  derivations can be found in
a companion paper [Chavas  and Pope].
To  anticipate  the  results,  it  is  shown  that
unlike DHF, production responds to the dis-
tribution  of spot price.  Not  only does  it re-
spond to spot price,  but hedging responds in
ways often  dissimilar to the  DHF model.  In
particular,  hedging responses  are sometimes
ambiguous  since hedging may carry substan-
tial  risk when  production  is uncertain.  Also
expected unhedged production responses are
investigated.
The Firm Model
The  analysis  will  focus  on  the  mean-
variance  preference  function  of the form
(1) L  =  E(Tr)  -V(1r)
2
where  E  and  V  denote  mean  and  variance
respectively,  rT  is profit and ae  is a measure of
risk aversion.  This  model has  had  extensive
use in  agricultural  economics  [Robinson and
Barry,  Peck,  Rolfo,  Wiens].  It  is  generally
used in the  context  of expected  utility max-
imization with constant absolute risk aversion
and  normality  of  rT.  However,  Tobin  and
others have  supported  mean-variance  analy-
sis without necessarily  appealing to expected
utility axioms.  In any case,  empirical analysis
often  focuses  on  mean  and  variance  as
a  simple  approximation  to  more  complex
analyses. 2
The  firm  is  assumed  to  make  production
and hedging decisions at the beginning of the
production  process.  At  that  time,  the  firm
does not know with certainty the spot price of
the output or  the  production  level  that will
prevail at the end of the production process.
Thus,  both  production  and  spot  price  are
random.  These two random variables are also
assumed  independent.  This  seems  reason-
2Tsiang and others  have made such arguments.  Howev-
er,  controversy  always  surrounds  simplifications  of a
general  problem  to mean-variance  analysis.
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able  for a  micro  economic  analysis  in  which
the  competitive  firm  cannot  influence  the
market  price.  However,  many  of the results
here  are  not  altered  by  allowing  a  non-
zero  covariance  between  spot  price  and
production.
Production  risk is assumed multiplicative.
This  choice  is justified  as follows.  First,  Tur-
novsky  has  argued  that  multiplicative  pro-
duction  risk  can  be  naturally  obtained  in
theoretical  models.  In  this  case,  it  is  the
slope of the supply function  (rather than  the
intercept  as  under  additive  uncertainty)
which  is  stochastic.  Second,  the assumption
of  multiplicative  uncertainty  is  frequently
used  in production  analysis  [e.g.  Hazell  and
Scandizzo].  This  assumption  finds  further
support  from  empirical  research.  For exam-
ple,  Just and Pope found that fertilizer has a
variance  increasing  effect  on  risk.  This  sug-
gests  that a multiplicative  production uncer-
tainty  would  be  more  appropriate  than  an
additive one.  Finally, although Just and Pope
suggested  flexible  functional  forms  for
specifying  production  uncertainty,  a  clear
trade-off exists between the complexity of the
model  and  its  usefulness  in terms  of being
able  to  derive  testable  hypotheses.  Thus,
although  the  multiplicative  production  un-
certainty  is  somewhat  restrictive,  it was cho-
sen  over  more  sophisticated  specifications
mainly  because  it  is  fairly  realistic  and  yet
simple to  incorporate  in a normative  model.
At  the  beginning  of  the  production
process,  the  firm  is  assumed  to  hedge  by
selling contracts  for delivery  at the date  pro-
duction  is  realized.  The  quantity  as  well  as
the price of the futures contract are known at
the  time  of the  decision-making.  Because  of
arbitrage,  and given  that they correspond  to
the same grade  and same  location,  spot price
and futures  price converge  at the  expiration
of the futures contract.  Defining the basis  as
the difference between futures price and spot
price  at  a  particular  time,  this  implies  that
the basis is  zero at the end of the production
process.  In this  case,  assuming  that the  firm
does  not  modify  its  futures  commitments
during the production  process,  it follows  that
basis risk can be neglected.3 Also, when pro-
duction is  realized,  the firm can either deliv-
er  its  futures  contract,  or  buy  its  futures
contract back  and sell the equivalent amount
in the spot market.  Since the futures price  is
assumed  equal to the spot price at the end of
the  production  period  (zero  basis),  either
action  will generate  the same  revenue.
Thus,  the  producer makes  the  production
and hedging decisions  under uncertain prod-
uct price  and output.  These  assumptions  are
particularly  relevant  for  agricultural  firms
since futures markets  exist for all major farm
products.  Also,  production  uncertainty
characterizes  most  agricultural  production
processes  because  of  weather  variability  or
other  factors  (diseases,  mechanical  failures,
etc.).
The  firm's  ex  ante profit  function  is  de-
noted by
(2)  iT =  ply - h] + b h - rx-c(h)
where
p  =  the  random  spot  price  of output
with  mean p,  and variance  op,
y  =  the  random  output,  obtained  from
the production of y  =  f(x)e,  where
E(y)  =  f(x)
E  =  a  non-negative  random  distur-
bance,  independent  of  p,  with
mean  1 and variance  ur
x  =  input  used  in  the  production
process,  e.g.,  energy,
h  =  volume  of  futures  contracts  sold
(h >  0)
b  =  price of the futures  contract,
r  =  unit cost of the  input,
3Note that the  case  where  spot price and  futures  price
correspond  to  a  different  grade  or  a  different  location
could  be  accommodated  provided  that  the  (now  non-
zero)  basis at  the time of the expiration  of the futures
contract  is  known  at  decision  time.  In  such  a  case,
under  arbitrage,  this  basis,  reflecting  transportation
cost or  grade premium, would  not expose the firm to a
basis risk. The following  model could easily handle  such
a situation by defining the futures price net of this basis.
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c(h)  =  total  cost  of hedging.  (commission
and margin  requirements4).
Given  this  specification,  the  variance  of
profit  can be written  as
V(tr)  = V(py)  +  h2 V(p)  - 2 h COV(py,  p)
=  {E(p2) E(y2)  - E(p)2 E(y) 2} +  h2V(p)
- 2h  {E(p2) E(y)  - E(p)2 E(y)}
=  {V(p)  +  E(p)2}{V(y)  +  E(y) 2}  -
E(p) 2 E(y) 2 +  h2 V(p)
- 2h {V(p)  +  E(p)2}  E(y)  +
2hE(p)2 E(y)
=  V(y)  E(p)2 +  V(p)  [h  - E(y)]2 +
V(y)  V(p)
It  follows  that  the  objective  function  to  be
maximized  (1)  is
(1')  L  =  p(f-h)+bh-rx-c
- (o/2)[p2 f2 V  + (f-  h)2o p + f2Vap]
The above model states that a farm can sell
h units  of output on  the futures  market  at a
certain price  b.  Also the output not commit-
ted to the futures market (y - h)  is sold at the
random market price,  p.  In general,  because
of production  uncertainty,  the actual  output
(y) will be different from the expected output
(f).  Since  the analysis  focuses  on the  ex-ante
production  and  hedging  decisions,  we  will
consider  only  the  expected  output (f) in the
rest of the paper.  In particular,  we will adopt
the convention that (f-  h) > 0 corresponds  to
an  (expected)  hedger  and  (f-h)  <  0  to  an
(expected) speculator.  It should be clear that
these  definitions  are  made  ex-ante,  and that
it  is  possible,  for  example,  for  an  ex-ante
4Although the  margin calls (funds  required to maintain a
futures  position)  are  not  known  at  the  time  of  the
hedging  decision,  the  risk  associated  with  their  ran-
domness  has  in  general  been  neglected  in  previous
studies  [Ward and Fletcher,  Heifner].  It is likely to be
small  compared  to  the  other  uncertainties  facing  the
producer.  It is  also assumed  insignificant  in this study.
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(expected)  hedger (f-h >  0)  to become  an
ex-post speculator  (y - h <  0) because  of the
randomness  of production.
The production process is characterized  by
the  expected  production  function  f(x)  which
satisfies  the usual regularity  conditions,  i.e.
ff  =  Of  >
ax
and
f"  -f  <  0.
ax2
The hedging  cost function  c(h)  is assumed to
exhibit the  shape of a typical  cost function,
c'  =  >0O ah
and
c" - > 0
ah2
implying  that  marginal  hedging  cost  is  an
increasing function of the hedge placed.  This
shape is justified on the basis of an increasing
opportunity cost of capital (due to higher loan
costs  and rationing  of capital)  associated with
an  increase  in  futures  trading  cost.  These
assumptions  make  profit  in  (2)  a  concave
function  of x and  h.  Moreover,  they guaran-
tee  that  the  second-order  conditions  for  the
maximization  of (1')  are  satisfied  for  a  risk
neutral (x  =  0) as well as a risk averse firm (a
>  0).  This  differs  from  DHF.  Indeed,  the
DHF model does not allow for the possibility
of risk neutral  behavior:  when the  expected
cash price  differs from  the futures  price,  the
optimal  hedge  then  becomes  unbounded
[Holthausen,  p.  989, footnote  2]. In this anal-
ysis,  the  assumption  of  increasing  marginal
hedging  cost  guarantees  a  finite  optimal
hedge even  for a risk neutral firm.
Maximizing the objective function (1'), the
first  order conditions  that describe  the  opti-
mal  x and h are:
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r
(3)  p  -L  - - [p
2 o,  ff+ (f-  h) up +  fe,  7p]  =0
f'
(4)  b  - p  - c'+ax[(f-h) Op]  =  0
where  ct[p 2 oer f  +  (f-h)  Op  +  foe ojp]  is the
marginal  risk  premium  for  production  and
- c[(f-h) up]  is  the marginal  risk  premium
for hedging.
Equation  (3)  implies  that  the  risk  averse
firm  produces  where  expected  output price
equal marginal  cost (r/f') plus a marginal  risk
premium,  which  is  negative  for  a  hedger,
f-h >  0  (Baron  analyzes  the  marginal  risk
premium in  the no futures  market case).
Equation  (4)  indicates  that  the  marginal
risk premium for hedging  - a(f- h)up equals
the  net  futures  price  (b-c') minus  the  ex-
pected spot price,  or alternatively,
- [(b-e')  - p]
(4')  f-h=  b-c  p]
Equation  (4')  implies  that  when the  net  fu-
tures  price (b-c') equals  the  expected  spot
price (as  argued in  some versions of efficient
markets  and rational  expectations),  then the
firm  can  make  the  marginal  contribution  of
hedging to risk (variance  of income)  zero,  by
choosing a full  expected  hedge (f- h  =  0).
By inserting  equation  (4)  into  (3),  we  ob-
tain
(5)  b  - -c'-acr  f[p 2 +  rp]  =  0
Expression (5) implies that the firm produces
optimally  where  forward  price  equals  mar-
ginal  cost when  c'  and  rJE  are  zero given  risk
aversion.  Otherwise,  the  firm  restricts  pro-
duction  (given  h).  Note  that the implication
of (5)  is  that the  existence of non-constant
marginal  hedging costs or production  uncer-
tainty (CrE  > O) negates the findings of DHF
that production is unresponsive to spot price
parameters.
Before proceeding  to the comparative  stat-
ic analysis,  a further assumption is  discussed.
The model  in (1') does  not necessarily  imply
an  upward  sloping  intended  supply  curve
af*/op > 0.  Indeed, in the absence  of produc-
tion  uncertainty,  a  rise  in  expected  price
always  increases  output  as  in  the  classical
theory of the firm.  However,  this result holds
under  multiplicative  production  uncertainty
only  if  the  risk  aversion  coefficient
is  relatively  small  (ax  <  (l/2op)  [-c"2 +
\/c"
2 +  2op c'"/foe]).  (See Chavas and Pope).
The  reason  is  that  increasing  output  also
increases the variance of output under a mul-
tiplicative production  disturbance;  for a high-
ly  risk averse  firm,  this variance  effect  may
be  large  enough  to  generate  a  downward
sloping  supply curve.  An  upward  sloping in-
tended  supply  curve  is  assumed throughout
the  paper  on  the  ground that  it  is probably
more  realistic in empirical situations.
Comparative  Static Analysis
The  above  model provides  a  basis  for  in-
vestigating  the  influence  of  selected  factors
on the optimum production  and hedging de-
cisions.  In this  section,  the impact  of prices
(input,  output and futures prices),  uncertain-
ty  (both  production  and  price  uncertainty)
and risk aversion on the decisions  of the firm
is  discussed.  The  results  are  obtained  using
comparative  static  methodologies.  It  is  ex-
tremely  helpful  in  deriving  the  implications
of the model  to use  the primal-dual  function
of Silberberg's  U  =  L* - L where  L*  and L
are the indirect and direct objective  function
respectively. 5 Silberberg  has  shown that the
matrix with  typical  elements
a2U  a2L  ax*  +  a2L  ah*
apiapj  axai,  apj  aha3pi  apj
is  positive  semi-definite  and  symmetric,
where  13  is  some  parameter.  These  deriva-
5The  asterisk indicates  optimality throughout the paper.
For example,  f* denotes  the expected  production corre-
sponding  to  the  optimum  input  use  x*.  Also  L*  is
simply  the  objective  function  L  evaluated  at  the  op-
timum.
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tions  are  calculated  in  Table  16  for  selected
parameters.  The symmetry of Table 1 will be
used to yield implications that would be tedi-
ous to obtain by conventional methods.  How-
ever,  it  is  also  necessary  to  derive  some
results  by  conventional  comparative  static
analyses  (See Chavas  and Pope for the math-
ematical  derivations).  Though  all  compara-
tive static results are related,  it will be conve-
nient  to  examine  initially  results  involving
production  and  then  focus  on  the  optimal
hedging  decisions.  The  results  will  be  dis-
cussed  mainly for the case where the firm  is
hedging on average,  i.e. (f-h) > 0,  since this
situation  is  typically  more  relevant  for  pro-
ducing firms.
Production and Input Decisions
Price Risk
As  noted  earlier,  the inclusion  of produc-
tion  uncertainty  or  non-constant  marginal
hedging cost implies that, contrarily to DHF,
production  responds  to  the  distribution  of
spot price.  It can  be shown that when  a firm
is  a  hedger  on average  (f-h >  0),  then an
increased  variance of price leads  to a decline
in input use and intended supply.  Indeed,  as
price  variance  increases,  the firm  has to  ad-
just its decisions  to offset the  corresponding
increase in the variance  of profit. This adjust-
ment  involves  modifying  only  the  hedging
decision  when  hedging  is  costless  and  pro-
duction is certain,  as  in DHF.  However,  the
presence  of  output  uncertainty  or  hedging
cost reduces the attractiveness  of the forward
market  for  the  firm.  In  this  case,  facing  an
increase  in price variance,  the firm will  also
adjust its production decision.  If the firm is  a
hedger,  then  the  marginal  impact  of input
use  on  variability  of  income'is  positive.  It
follows  that,  as  price variance  increases,  the
firm cuts  back its  input use to help compen-
sate  for the corresponding  increase  in profit
uncertainty.  This  result  implies  that,  al-
6Note  that  positive  semi-definiteness  implies  that  the
diagonal  elements in Table  1 are non-negative.
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though a forward market gives  some flexibili-
ty for the firm to deal with price risk,  it does
not  eliminate  the  negative  effects  of  price
uncertainty  on  production.  This  suggests
that,  even  in the presence  of a forward  mar-
ket,  price  stabilization  in  the  cash  market
remains a justifiable objective  of farm policy.
Production Risk
It  can  be  shown  that  an  increase  in  the
variability  of  production  leads  to  a  fall  in
input  use  and  intended  supply.  This  is  so
because,  given  a  multiplicative  production
disturbance,  the  only  impact  of  a  rise  in
production  risk on the  first-order  conditions
(3) and  (4)  is  to  increase  the  marginal  risk
premium  of  production,  implying  that  any
risk averse firm (speculator  or hedger) would
adjust input use and expected  output down-
ward.
Risk Aversion
If  the  firm  is  a  hedger,  input  use  and
intended supply fall with increased risk aver-
sion.  Indeed,  from  the first-order  condition
(3),  it is apparent that increasing risk aversion
leads  to  a higher  marginal  risk  premium  of
production  and  to  a  lower  input  use  if the
firm hedges on the average.  Thus,  given the
presence  of both a cash market and  a forward
market,  the  model  suggests  that  price  risk,
production  risk or  risk aversion  appears  de-
trimental  to production  since  each  tends  to
shift the firm input demand  and output sup-
ply curves  to the left.
Net Futures Price (b - c')
The maximization  of the objective function
(1')  implies that optimal  input  use generally
rises  with  an  increase  in  the  futures  price.
This  marginal  effect  is  zero  under  risk neu-
trality or price uncertainty.  However,  when
the firm's decisions  are affected  by price risk
(ao  >  O,  ,p > 0),  then the marginal impact of
an increase  in the futures price on input use
and  intended  production  becomes  positive.
Note  that  this  result,  already  derived  by
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DHF,  is  not  sensitive  to  the  existence  of
production  uncertainty  or  hedging  cost.  In
view  of  the  previous  results,  this  suggests
that  both the  cash  market  and  the  futures
market play a role  in production  decisions.
By  parametrizing  the  hedging  cost  func-
tion c  =  yC and analyzing the increase in the
parameter y,  the impact of increased hedging
cost can be examined.  From the symmetry of
table  I,  - x*/ay  =  c'ah*/ar,  and  ah*/ar  =
- ax*/db <  0 as noted earlier.  Thus ax*/dy  is
zero under risk neutrality or price  certainty,
but becomes  negative when a risk averse firm
faces  price risk.  Therefore,  in the latter case,
input  demand  and  hence  intended  supply
falls  with  an increase  in hedging  cost.
Input Price
From the (2,2) position of Table I,  positive
definiteness  implies  that  input  demand
curves  are  always  downward  sloping,  as  in
the classical  theory of the firm.  Compared to
DHF,  this  result  remains  valid  whether  or
not there  is  production  uncertainty  or hedg-
ing cost.
Given the above brief discussion,  we turn
now to the focus of the paper: hedging behav-
ior.
Hedging  and Unhedged  Expected  Output
Expected Output Price
When  production  is  uncertain,  contrarily
to  DHF  results,  one  cannot  determine  in
general  the  qualitative  impact  of changes  in
expected  spot  price  on  hedging.  However,
when production  is certain (Ue  =  0), hedging
is  inversely  related  to  expected  price.  This
follows from (1'), (3) and (4) since, when ca  =
0,  changes  in p have no direct impact on the
variance  of income  or the  marginal risk pre-
miums,  but it does  directly lower  income.
Though little can be said in general regard-
ing  the  qualitative  impact  of p  on  h  under
both production  and price uncertainty,  more
can  be  said  regarding  expected  unhedged
output  (f-h).  From  (4'),  it  is  clear  that
(f* - h*)/ap > 0 when marginal hedging cost
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is  constant.  When  c'  is  non-constant,  we
expect  more  ambiguous  results.  From  table
I,  first  row  and column,  it  is noted  that  an
upward  sloping  supply  curve  (af*/Op  >  0)
implies that a(f* - h*)/dp  > 0.  In this case,  a
rise  in  expected  price  always  increases  ex-
pected  output  by  more  than  the  change  in
hedging.  In  other  words,  an  increase  in  p
increases  the  expected  use  (unhedged  posi-
tion)  of the cash market.
Price Risk
The marginal impact of increased variabili-
ty of price on hedging cannot be signed in the
general  case.  This  is  in  contrast  with  the
DHF model.  However,  when production un-
certainty  vanishes,  it  can  be  shown  that
ah*/lap  is  positive  for  a  hedger.  Note  that
this  latter  result,  while  sensitive  to  the  ex-
istence  of output uncertainty,  is not  altered
by the presence  of hedging costs.
Again,  more can be inferred  regarding un-
hedged  expected  output.  Given  an  upward
sloping supply  curve for  a hedger,  expected
unhedged output  is  inversely  related  to the
variance  of price,  i.e.  O(f* - h*)/aup < 0.  This
is an intuitive result for a risk averse firm: the
more risk  the  cash  market,  the  less the  ex-
pected  use  of  the  cash  market.  Also,  since
af*/corp  <  0  and  ah*/aop  is  ambiguous,  this
result  implies  that  hedging  can  never  de-
crease  more than  expected output.
Production Risk
In the case of production  risk, qualitatively
unambiguous  results  can  be  derived  for
hedging:  hedging falls  as the variance  of pro-
duction  rises.  As  is  apparent  in  (3),  an  in-
crease  in  rE  increases  the  marginal risk pre-
mium  for  production  leading  to  decreased
input  use.  Since the  marginal  risk premium
for  hedging  in  (4) does  not  depend  on  pro-
duction risk, it follows that production uncer-
tainty will affect the optimal hedge only indi-
rectly  through  the  induced  change  in  op-
timum expected production.  Since,  from (4),
2L/dx  Ah  =  cf'rp  >  0,  a  reduction  in  x
increases  the  marginal  risk  premium  for
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hedging  and  thus  decreases  the  optimal
hedging  level.  Therefore  an  increase  in  ua
leads  to  a  decrease  in  both  input  use  and
hedging.  This result suggests that production
uncertainty  inhibits  the  use  of forward  mar-
kets.
Also,  as  production  risk  rises,  expected
unhedged  output falls  if the  supply curve  is
upward  sloping.  In  this  case,  both  hedging
and  expected  production  fall  but  expected
output always falls more than hedging.  Thus,
production  uncertainty  affects negatively the
(expected)  use of both the cash market (f-h)
and the forward  market  (h) by a  risk averse
firm.  Moreover,  since  production  risk tends
to  reduce  expected  output  by  more  than
hedging,  it follows  that a rise  in (r  increases
the proportion of expected production that is
hedged.
Risk Aversion
It can  be  shown that,  when production  is
certain,  then  increases  in  risk aversion  lead
to increased hedging,  as  in DHF (i.e. ah*/acx
>  0  when  f-h >  0).  However,  this  result
does not  hold under production  risk.  This  is
so  because,  from  (3)  and  (4)  increasing  risk
aversion  decreases  the  marginal  risk  pre-
mium for hedging but increases the marginal
risk premium for production,  thus leading to
ambiguous  results.
However,  more precise  results can  be ob-
tained  concerning  unhedged  expected  out-
put:  expected  unhedged output  falls  with  a
rise  in  risk aversion  for  a hedger (f-h >  0)
when the supply curve  is upward  sloping.  In
such a case,  though hedging may decrase,  it
can never fall more than expected production
falls.
Net Futures Price (b-  c')
From the fifth row and column of table I, it
follows  that the optimal  hedge  is  an increas-
ing  function  of  the  futures  price  for  a  risk
averse  or  risk  neutral  firm.  This  result,  al-
ready  derived  in  DHF,  is thus  not sensitive
to the  addition of production  risk and hedg-
ing costs.  This  is so because  the marginal risk
premiums  in  (3)  and  (4)  are  unaffected  by
changes  in  b.  Thus,  as  expected,  the  use  of
the  futures  market  by  a  producing  firm  in-
creases with  the futures price.
The maximization  of the objective function
(1') also implies that unhedged expected out-
put falls  as  the  futures  price  increases  for  a
risk neutral  firm or  when production  is  cer-
tain.  However,  in  general  one cannot  deter-
mine unambiguously the impact ofb on f-h.
Considering now hedging cost, let c =  yC.
From  the  last row  and column  of table  I,  it
follows  that  an  increase  in hedging  cost  (y)
reduces hedging.  Thus,  as  expected,  a large
(small)  cost  of access  to  the  futures  market
would  limit  (facilitate)  its  use  by  producing
firms.
Input Price
It  can  be  shown  that,  as  in  DHF,  an  in-
crease in an input price  leads to a decrease in
hedging under risk aversion  and price uncer-
tainty,  and no impact on hedging when price
is  certain  or  the  firm  is  risk  neutral.  These
results  are  not  sensitive  to the  existence  of
production  risk or hedging cost.  Thus,  as  an
input price rises, input demand and intended
supply  fall.  This  reduces  the  variability  of
income  and  the  incentive  to  reduce  risk
through  hedging.  Further,  if  the  intended
supply  curve  is  upward  sloping,  then,  an
increase  in  input  price  leads  to  a  fall  in
unhedged  output.  Thus,  a rise  in production
cost  implies  a  fall  in  the  (expected)  use  of
both  the  futures  market  (h)  and  the  cash
market  (f-h) by  the  firm.  It  follows  that
expected  output  has to  fall more  than  hedg-
ing,  i.e.  that  the  proportions  of  expected
production  that is  hedged  increases  with  in-
put cost.
Summary  and Concluding  Remarks
A  conditional  normative  model  has  been
developed  to  investigate  the  behavior  of  a
risk averse competitive  firm that uses both a
cash  market  and  a futures  market  to  sell  its
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product.  Optimal  production  and  hedging
decisions  have been discussed  in this frame-
work.  As  in the  case of a typical  agricultural
producer,  both  price  uncertainty  and  pro-
duction  uncertainty  are  incorporated  in the
analysis,  which  is  comparative  static  in  na-
ture.  The  impact  of selected  parameters  on
expected production,  hedging  and expected
unhedged output is summarized  in table  2.
Table  2  illustrates  the  complexity  of  the
production and hedging decisions  under pro-
duction uncertainty.  For example,  some am-
biguity  is  found  in  the  model  for  hedging
response  to  a change  in parameters  such  as
expected  price,  price  variance  or  risk  aver-
sion:  such  response  can be either positive  or
negative depending upon the particular char-
acteristics  of the  firm.  This  is  in  marked
contrast  to the  DHF model.
Table  2  also  provides  testable  hypotheses
for  empirical  research.  Some  of these  hy-
potheses  appear  to be  particularly  relevant
for  the  investigation  of  agricultural  supply
response.  For  example,  production  uncer-
tainty  implies  that both  the futures  price  as
well as  the parameters  of the  distribution of
spot  price  enter  the  supply  function.  This
differs  from the DHF model or the  standard
Nerlovian  supply  or  acreage  response  mod-
els.  Also,  considering  the question  asked  by
Gardner:  "Which  of the futures  price  or ex-
pected  spot price  should  be used  in  supply
analysis?",  our  results  suggest  that  the  an-
swer  is "both prices".
Further testable  hypotheses  concern opti-
mal  hedging.  We  already  mentioned  that
hedging  response  to  a  change  in  expected
price, price variance  or risk aversion is ambi-
guous (either positive or negative).  However,
in table 2,  the  influence  of such  parameters
on  expected  unhedged  output  has  been
signed:  it is  positive  for  expected  price  and
negative for price variance  and risk aversion.
This  indicates  that  testing  of the  model  in
positive  economic  analysis  should  perhaps
focus  on  both  hedging  and  expected  un-
hedged output.
Table  2  also  illustrates  the  negative  rela-
tionship  that  exists  between  hedging  and
production  uncertainty.  It implies  that risky
production,  which  characterizes  most
agricultural  production  processes,  tends  to
restrict  the  use  of  the  futures  market  by
farmers.  However,  it was  shown  that,  since
production  risk has  even a stronger negative
influence  on  expected  production,  the  pro-
portion of expected output that is hedged by
the firm in fact increases  with output uncer-
tainty.  This  should  provide  hypotheses  for
cross-sectional  analysis  of hedging decisions
TABLE 2. Impact of Selected Parameters  on the Production and Hedging Decisions for a Risk
Averse  Firm.a
Decision  *  h*  (f*-  h*)
variables
Parameters  (re  = 0  cr->0Q  = 0  (J>0°  oC  = 0  (OE>O
p  +  ?  - ?  +  +b
c  _c  _  ?  bc  _bc




(X ~  _ec  c  +c  ?  _  bc  b
Ot  - - - - + b  +  +  +  +  ?
+  9
b  b
r  - _  - - -
b _
b
aThe following  symbols are used:  + indicates  a positive impact;  - indicates a negative  impact; ? indicates an
ambiguous  impact.
bProvided  that
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as  production  risk  varies  across  regions  and
commodities.
The above results have policy and manage-
ment  implications.  For example,  when con-
sidering  hedging  cost,  price  risk  as  well  as
production risk tend to restrict optimum pro-
duction  of a  risk  averse  firm.  This  implies
that although the use of a futures market can
provide  a means of dealing with price uncer-
tainty,  it cannot eliminate the negative effect
of this  uncertainty  on  production.  This  is  in
marked  contrast  to the  DHF  model,  where
production  is  not affected by price risk.  This
suggests  that,  since the farmer cannot  totally
avoid price  uncertainty,  a public policy  that
intends  to  reduce  price  risk would  improve
the  farmers'  welfare  and  stimulate  produc-
tion.  Similar  arguments  can  be  made  about
production  uncertainty:  any  policy  or  man-
agement  program  that  reduces  output  risk
would  make  the  farmers  better-off  and  in-
crease supply.  Moreover,  the identifed influ-
ences  of price  and production  uncertainties
on optimal  choices  can  be  useful in the  de-
sign  of extension  efforts.  For  example,  the
targeting  of  farmers  who  are  likely  to  use
futures markets could be based  on both their
yield variance  and price  variance.
Finally, although the above mean-variance
model  could  be  extended,  for  example  by
including basis risk or by allowing  for a non-
zero covariance between price and output,  it
appears  a reasonably realistic yet simple rep-
resentation  of a production  firm participating
in  a futures  market.  As  such,  it has  signifi-
cance  in the  classroom  when  discussing  po-
tentials  for  farmers  to  reduce  risk  through
market  and self insurance  mechanisms.
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